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The cultural and creative industries (‘CCIs’ in EU jargon) are on the march
around the world. The global market for cultural goods and services
grows apace, fuelled by the relentless expansion of the middle classes in
Asia (especially in India and China) and the convergence of technology
and creativity in cultural ecosystems everywhere.
Governments can facilitate the process of growth, but the nature and
extent of state involvement in creative economic development varies
enormously from country to country. In general, successful ‘creative
economies’ prosper when a dynamic combination of certain broad
conditions are met. These include:
• A high level government commitment to creative values and
a supportive industrial strategy for the wider creative sector;
• A stable structure for public-private business partnership
and co-operation;
• A mixed economy of finance and funding models;
• An advanced communications infrastructure for the uploading
and downloading of creative content; and
• Developed policies for cultural and entrepreneurial education,
management and training.
This list is not exhaustive, but the overall picture is clear.
In some countries, such as China, the state leads decisively. In 2011 the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party announced that ‘It is
a pressing task to increase the state’s cultural soft power’, and ‘to build
our country into a socialist cultural superpower’. In sharp contrast, in
the USA the market leads, though always with heavy duty support from
the State Department. President Woodrow Wilson declared more than
a hundred years ago that ‘trade follows the film’, and Hollywood has
always banked successfully on this support.
In simplistic terms, most European countries sit somewhere in the
middle of this spectrum of state involvement in creative enterprise, with
Germany, France and Italy located more towards the ‘statist’, high public
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subsidy end of the continuum, and the UK exhibiting a more marketinflected approach to cultural policy. However, as our American friends
constantly remind us, the unique position of the BBC as the biggest
single investor in the British cultural economy decisively tilts the balance
of the UK’s mixed cultural economy in a ‘European’ direction.

Seen from the
perspective of an
educated Englishman,
the overall cultural
legacy of the last 200
years of Polish history
is both distinctive and
distinguished, reflecting
the achievements of
a varied pantheon of
luminaries – writers,
composers and filmmakers being
especially prominent.

Against this background,
where is Poland broadly
positioned? What actions
can the Polish government
take to nurture the growth
of its cultural and creative
economy? And what, if
anything, can the UK do to
contribute positively to this
growth? Let us take these
three questions in turn.

The first question is difficult
to answer comprehensively,
partly because of weaknesses
in the collection of key
industry data and wellknown international data
comparability problems,
and partly because of a
contradictory pattern as
regards significant nonstatistical indicators. In
short, one can detect both positive and negative legacies and trends
in reflecting on the Polish scene. One key quantitative indicator has
been moving in a positive direction for Poland according to Eurostat
statistics. This is trade in tangible cultural goods and services, that
is to say excluding intangibles like trade in copyrights and licences.
Between 2008–15 Polish cultural exports increased by 20%, with
imports recording a similar growth rate (the highest in the EU). If the goal
of public policy were, as it might be, to increase Poland’s share of the
global market for cultural goods and services, things would be looking
good on these figures.
From a broader cultural and media industry perspective, the current
picture looks far more nuanced. Seen from the perspective of an
educated Englishman, the overall cultural legacy of the last 200 years
of Polish history is both distinctive and distinguished, reflecting the
achievements of a varied pantheon of luminaries – writers, composers
and film-makers being especially prominent. Mickiewicz and Bruno
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Schulz, Chopin and Szymanowski, Pola Negri, Andrzej Wajda and
Agnieszka Holland – are only a few of the better known artists and
performers who have achieved recognition outside Poland. Equally,
the harsh post-war suppression of free expression under Communism,
particularly prior to de-Stalinisation in 1956, have left a shadow. Traces
of the mentality bred by the state control of cultural institutions, the arts
and the media linger on in Poland as throughout Central Europe.
As regards recent history and current trends, there are many positive
indicators, including the regeneration of cultural estate (public buildings,
museums, theatres and galleries) and the emergence of a vigorous IT
sector – an absolute pre-condition for digital cultural production and
distribution. Less positively, one also observes within some important
echelons of the body politic the emergence of attitudes which are
apparently hostile to the prerogatives of free creative expression,
and have the potential to undermine the country’s reputation and
cultural performance.
The second question (possible government actions to nurture the
development of Polish CCIs) is intriguing, and again does not lend itself
to a simple answer. It assumes that there is a desire and a plan at state
policy level to nurture and grow Poland’s creative sector, which is by
no means clear and certainly less clear than, for example, in Germany,
France or the UK where government support for the CCIs is politically
explicit. Not all governments ‘get’ the creative economy at the level of
public policy.
Equally, creative industries’
Increasingly, I believe that policy in many countries
increasingly focuses on
it is city governments
the role of cities, which for
Poland may yield a more
rather than national
positive prospectus given
authorities that hold the
the emergence of liberal
urban elites in places like
key to the development
Gdańsk, Kraków and Wrocław.
of successful regional
City authorities cannot
generally introduce tax
cultural economies.
incentives for the creative
sector comparable to those which exist in the UK, effectively protect
intellectual property or legislate for the promotion of creative and
entrepreneurial education, but they can take actions to stimulate the
growth of creative clusters, hubs and spaces, which in turn provide the
conditions for free cultural exchange out of which many successful
creative businesses emerge. Increasingly, I believe that it is city
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There is strong academic
evidence that competitive
cultural economies
thrive best in conditions
of artistic freedom and
social diversity.

governments rather than
national authorities that
hold the key to the
development of successful
regional cultural economies.
This is reflected in the rapid
growth of the World Cities
Culture Forum sponsored
by the Mayor of London.

This discussion inevitably
raises other significant inter-related issues, including those of cultural
investment, cultural values and cultural milieu. These factors are
contextually crucial in promoting the development of the CCIs in any
country. In particular, to develop a point made above, there is strong
academic evidence that competitive cultural economies thrive best in
conditions of artistic freedom and social diversity. Capital and talent
are highly mobile in the global creative economy, especially in the
audio-visual industries (film, TV and computer games) which are heavily
populated by young people with unconventional life-styles and nontraditional cultural preferences. Conservative milieux can promote the
exodus of talent to more welcoming environments elsewhere (London
is a long-term beneficiary of this demographic dynamic).
Success does not have to be export-led. Countries, like Poland, which
enjoy strong economic growth and rising educational standards, can
support successful cultural economies based entirely on domestic
investment and domestic consumption. However if, to revert to an
earlier point, there is an ambition to grow Poland’s share of the global
market for cultural goods and services, my observation would be
that the authorities at all levels should examine quite sensitively what
policies are conducive to the development of a genuinely creative
and entrepreneurial business environment, to retaining talented young
people and to attracting private investment.
Finally what, if anything, can the UK do to help? The role of the British
Council here continues to be important. The ‘creative industries’ as a
policy construct and model for emulation continues to be a successful
UK export. I first spoke publicly in Poland about these matters at a British
Council supported event at the annual meeting of the Economic Forum
in Krynica Zdrój in 2012. My impression on that occasion was that there
was little understanding of, or enthusiasm for, debating these issues
amongst the small group of attendees that day.
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The impression I gained five years later from speaking in June 2017
at Impact ’17 in Kraków, also facilitated by the British Council, was
very different. Although this was predominantly a tech event with the
CCIs a secondary theme, the large contingent of (mainly) young Polish
participants was significantly more open to discussing issues of cultural
policy, the creative economy and creative enterprise. In the side-lines
of the conference several young entrepreneurs pitched me their ideas,
which is always a good indicator of the local scene.
The Polish diaspora is important. Some 900,000 Poles currently live in
the UK, constituting an important channel of cultural exchange in the
broadest sense. Cultural tourism is growing in both directions, especially
at the high end (‘Kraków and Silesia: Art, Architecture and History in
Southern Poland’, is the theme of one new tour) but also among young
festival-goers who regularly travel far afield to Central and Eastern
Europe for new musical experiences in unfamiliar surroundings.
Behind all this discussion, of course, looms the prospect of Brexit. The
EU’s Creative Europe programme, taking all three of its strands together
(the well-established Culture and MEDIA sub-programmes, and the new
cross-sector loan guarantee programme) is an important source of
funding, facilitation and network opportunities for many artists, cultural
entrepreneurs and businesses, perhaps most especially in music,
literature and film. Poland and the UK are both active participants. It
is almost inconceivable that the UK should emerge from the Brexit
negotiations without at least associate membership of Creative Europe
(a status which the Ukraine attained in 2015). If that outcome were not
to be achieved, many Polish films (for example) would no longer be
distributed in the UK.2
More important still will be the outcome of the Brexit negotiations on
access to the EU single market and customs union. UK-Polish cultural
exchange and trade will be seriously damaged unless a positive result
is delivered within this particular frame of reference. UK orchestras and
rock bands will travel far less frequently to fulfil Polish engagements and
develop Polish partnerships if every violin and bass guitar has to be paid
for and ticked off at customs borders, with a comparable reverse effect.

As of Friday 8 December 2017, as part of the conclusion of the first stage of negotiations,
the UK Government agreed a potential financial settlement with the EU that will enable the UK
to continue to benefit from EU programmes, including Creative Europe.

2
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This is not an abstract point. As I write, Paul McCreesh and the Gabrieli
Consort and Players are preparing to perform Handel’s Acis and Galatea
in Katowice: this kind of cultural business is at risk, with measurable
economic consequences. The implications of a ‘hard’ Brexit for the UK’s
CCIs have not yet been fully grasped.
On all scenarios UK-Polish cultural relations will be maintained at some
level – the ties of history and demography are strong and will always
transcend the meaner constraints of European politics. But the jury
is out as regards the future of UK-Polish trade and creative economic
interaction and volume. Let’s hope that the politicians wake up to what
will avoidably be lost unless more enlightened voices prevail.
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